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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME 53
For fifty-two years this journal has been known as the Cornell Law
Quarterly. Although Volume 52 appeared in six numbers, we continued
to style ourselves a Quarterly, designating our issues Fall, Winter I,
Winter II, Spring I, Spring II, and Summer. The consequence of this
delicate concession to tradition was an epidemic of confusion among
our readers and subscribers, together with some embarrassment on the
part of the Board of Editors. We therefore bow to the inevitable and,
with Volume 53, adopt our new name-Cornell Law Review.
The change in appellation is accompanied by a revised format, de-
signed to enhance the attractiveness and readability of the Review.
The pages are of higher-quality paper and the type is larger and more
modern. The new cover was designed by Mr. and Mrs. Dwight W.
Ellis, III.
